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CERTIFICATION POLICY 
 
Observing international market demands and requests from our customers for scheduling different kinds of certification audits, 

QUANTO ALIMENTOS had passed through a period of internal adjustments and audits and now has a Food Safety and a Social 

Responsibility certificate updated. 

For the Global Food Safety Initiative (GFSI), QUANTO ALIMENTOS has chosen SQF Code norm, adopting its procedures 

and demands. For Social Responsibility issues the SA8000 norm was adopted. 

These Certification Audits require to the audited that they adopt and review a large number of procedures and controls, thus 

requiring an ongoing investment in personnel, equipment, facilities and work time. Also, to keep all these management systems 

running the operational costs increase, and are larger when compared to other Pet Treat industries that are not certified. Believing 

that it’s a benefit to us and to our customers, as an entrance in important retailers in USA, absorb these costs is a necessity and a 

result of our ongoing improvement. 

On the other hand, we must care and maintain our certificates protecting them from any inappropriate use that may end in their 

cancelation. To avoid this and to comply with the rules established by each norm, QUANTO ALIMENTOS will keep its FDA agent 

informed of products specific data related to all its items produced, and that are exported to the USA, where are included: lot 

numbers, item description, quantities, total weights and expiration dates. Besides that, control samples of each lot are maintained in 

our factory with the same environment care of a storage facility, to monitor the products conditions of safety, health and quality 

aspects   during all their shelf-life. With these food safety standard procedures, QUANTO ALIMENTOS has tools to proceed with 

recalls when necessary. In case of a recall, QUANTO ALIMENTOS must always be able to receive from its costumers product 

samples and batch information to analyze and confirm its origins. After that, SQF Institute must be notified and every detail of our 

products must be opened to govern entities, what enhances the importance of the controls for all products and their traceability, as 

part of the controls brought by certification. Due to this food safety system procedure, QUANTO ALIMENTOS management 

provides the lot number inside the production on all products to establish their control, and we ask our customers to collaborate by 

not taking this traceability off /loose from them. 

For customer requirements of other certificates than the ones already implemented, QUANTO ALIMENTOS reserves its right 

to question the application of a new certificate norm, once the food safety and social responsibility certificates that are running 

cover world wide demands of management. The Food safety Certificate and the Social Responsibility Certificate generate several 

controls and company involvement, as explained above. By all means, QUANTO ALIMENTOS will analyze new demands and will 

reserve its right to agree or not with it. If agreed, QUANTO ALIMENTOS will proceed as required, but the following conditions must 

be attended: 

- The negotiation with the certification company will be done by the claimant(s), and all costs from the audit will be also the 

claimant’s responsibility. The costs include: pre-audit charges, document audit charges, site audit charges, certification fees and 

travel costs from the auditor (s), such as air tickets, meals, local transportation and hotel; 

- Costs generated by the introduction of new equipment, structures changes or personnel will be also the responsibility of the 

claimant; 

- The audit scheduling dates and the time frame to adequate the company to receive a new norm system adequacy will be defined 

by QUANTO ALIMENTOS; 

- QUANTO ALIMENTOS will provide the claimants updated information of the certification systems in progress, as their steps are 

concluded and if it is necessary to provide. QUANTO ALIMENTOS will not compromise its relation with third party participants of 

the actions being taken in place for the certification to accelerate its progress, once they may be government entities or companies 

of key necessities; 

- Results brought by the Certification body that are provided directly to the claimant (s) must be share with QUANTO ALIMENTOS 

to conclude corrective action plans; 

- The results from the audit as well as the certificates reports will be ONLY be shared between QUANTO ALIMENTOS and the 

participant claimant (s), no other company will have access to the results other than the existence of the certification. 

 
These rules were made to guarantee the maintenance of the certificates, looking to avoid any misunderstanding or 

embarrassment between QUANTO ALIMENTOS and its Customer (s).  

We are continually striving to grow our business through quality, food safety, social responsibility and ethical profile. 

Thank you for your trust and continued partnership. 

 
Sincerely,                                                                 

 

                                                               

Board of Directors 

June 10th, 2014. 


